Some czy any?
Wstaw w lukę odpowiedni określenik: some bądź any.

1. There are ................................ apples in the kitchen.
2. Do we have .............................. apples? I need several to make an apple pie.
3. I don't like .............................. team game.
4. Do you have .............................. ideas how to solve this problem?
5. .............................. of my friends live in Spain.
6. I don't have .............................. money.
7. I prepared too much food. I can give you ..............................
8. .............................. people think that the world is flat.
9. Most of the teams are weak, but there are .............................. very good.
10. Since we left Cracow, I haven't had .............................. friends.
11. Not all of your solutions were wrong, .............................. of them were really good.
13. Is .............................. doctor here?
14. Could you give me .............................. eggs?
15. I won't put up with him .............................. longer.